tions to pacifism." However, it declared,

The control of the anti-Vietnam movement has clearly passed from the hands of the moderate elements who may have controlled it, at one time, into the hands of Communists and extremist elements who are openly sympathetic to the Vietcong and openly hostile to the United States, and who call for massive civil disobedience, including the burning of draft cards and the stopping of troop trains. This is particularly true of the national Vietnam protest movement scheduled for October 15-16.232

Significantly, in the subcommittee's press release the conclusion about Communists and extremists controlling the movement appeared in the second paragraph, immediately after a short one-sentence initial paragraph.233 The qualification concerning the loyalty of some of the participants was buried in the fourth paragraph.234 Moreover, the language was changed. Instead of referring to the "great majority of those who have participated," the press release read, "it is no part of the purpose of this study . . . to suggest that all of those who disagree with the Administration's policy on Vietnam or who participate in demonstrations against this policy are Communists or Communist dupes."235

II. CONSTITUTIONAL VALUES AND THE PROPERITY OF PUBLIC STATEMENTS BY GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

While the government's public pronouncements may deter dissent, this poses a problem only when one postulates an obligation to avoid such consequences. In the usual sense of the term, there is no "legal" obligation—no judicial restraints, no legislative or administrative rules that limit this sphere of governmental activity.236 If there are to be controls on such activity, they will have to be self-imposed. Thus the obligation involved can appropriately be described as a "moral" or "ethical" one. The source of this duty is to be found not in personal preference, but in the Constitution of the United States; for we take it as axiomatic that government officials are obligated to uphold the values of the Constitution they have sworn to support.

More specifically, the thesis which we shall develop here is that in so far as the protests against the Vietnam war fall within the protection of the first amendment's free speech, petition, and assembly provisions,237 the propriety of a government official's statements turns on whether he took due account of the values embodied in that amendment. So, an official who urged the public to impose private sanctions on anyone who opposed Medicare, for example, would have violated an obligation arising from his duty to support first amendment values. Moreover, since governmental declarations can lead to private sanctions, the propriety of an official's conduct depends also on whether he has acted in a manner consistent with the Constitution's due process guarantees.238 On this ground, too, the official who urged that Medicare opponents be privately punished would have violated a constitutionally based obligation. Thus, given the principles stated above, we shall argue that a statement issued for the purpose of arousing public hostility toward dissenters may violate an official's obligation to the first amendment and clearly would violate his duty to uphold due process values. Of course, even when a speaker does not intend to prompt private penalties, his words may have this effect. In such cases, we shall contend that the propriety of the official's conduct depends, first, on whether the social value of his statement outweighs its harmful consequences, and second, on whether he did what he could in the circumstances to counteract the statement's repressive side effects.

A. The Relevant Constitutional Values

1. THE FIRST AMENDMENT

The purpose of the first amendment's free speech provisions is to protect speech, petition, and assembly against improper governmental restraint.239 The amendment applies expressly only to

---

232 Id. at xiv.
233 Id. at xiv-xv.
235 Ibid.
236 Ibid. (Emphasis added.)
237 Of course, in some instances the legal system provides restraints through the law of defamation. However, such controls are very limited, particularly in light of the defense of privilege which immunizes many statements from tort liability. See Handler & Klein, The Defense of Privilege in Defamation Suits Against Government Executive Officials, 74 Harv. L. Rev. 44 (1960).
238 U.S. Const. amend. I provides in part: "Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or . . . or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances."
239 U.S. Const. amend. V provides in part: "No person shall . . . be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law . . . ." Problems similar to those considered here are raised by questions concerning a public prosecutor's responsibilities in issuing statements concerning pending criminal prosecutions. There, of course, the official operates under a restraining influence that is not present here: the possibility that prejudicial pretrial publicity will lead a court to overturn a conviction on the ground that the defendant was denied due process of law. Apparently the spirit of the due process clause has also operated as a restraint, for in April 1965 the Department of Justice promulgated a set of rules to protect defendants against harmful publicity, and these rules probably go far beyond the restrictions required to prevent the reversal of a conviction. For the Department's rules, see 20 C.F.R. § 50.2 (Supp. 1965).
238 Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 372 (1927) (Brandes, J., concurring); Brennan, The Supreme Court and the Meiklejohn Interpretation
the government's use of formal legal sanctions. But enacting and enforcing laws are not the only ways in which government can impose restraints on speech, petition, and assembly. In particular, the public utterances of the President, Congressmen, and other high officials, can play a part in the development of an atmosphere in which informal sanctions—social ostracism, denial of employment, even private violence—operate to deter dissent and punish those who refuse to be dissuaded. Here, no less than when formal legal sanctions are used, the result is that society loses the values which the first amendment was designed to protect. Consequently, if a law prohibiting all or some protests against the government's policy in Vietnam would violate the letter of the first amendment, official statements similarly repressive in effect should be considered to violate its spirit. What government cannot accomplish directly, it ought not attempt indirectly.

The initial question, then, is whether antiprotest laws would be unconstitutional. This in turn depends on whether the protests are the kinds of activities entitled to first amendment protection, and, if so, whether they pose so grave a threat to other social interests as to warrant their suppression. The first of these questions, one would suppose, could be briefly answered; after all, most of the protests seem to fall squarely within the first amendment's compass. But some people have suggested that certain anti-war demonstrations do not promote the objectives of the first amendment protection. And in any event, if one is to decide whether the


290 At one time we could have talked of the "clear and present danger" test. See Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919). Today there is some doubt as to what is the test for laws challenged as infringing free speech. See Brennan, supra note 389, at 16-50; Emerson, supra note 389, at 908-16; Kalven, supra note 389, at 204-10, 213-19; Karst, supra note 389, at 6-13. However, we think the statement in the text sums up the kinds of considerations inherent in any approach likely to emerge. Compare Emerson, supra note 389, at 918-55.

291 Thus the Wall Street Journal, commenting on "illegal acts like burning . . . draft cards or indulging in 'peaceful' marches," said:

by now this variety of "free speech"—which is devoid of intellectual content, invites no debate, tolerates no rebuttal, trades on emotion, bases its appeal on sheer numbers of demonstrators and boycotts by exploitation—has become so accepted it is employed on the slightest impulse by dissatisfied groups of every description. In our opinion, it cannot be too strongly emphasized that such a street action is not an expression but a debasement of honest public discussion of the issues, Vietnam or anything else, and in fact of the whole Constitutional concept of free assembly.

Wall Street Journal, Oct. 27, 1965, p. 16, cols. 1-2. See also Staff Study at

protests pose a danger sufficient to justify the sacrifice of first amendment values, it is important that the roles which the protests play in furthering first amendment objectives be clearly perceived. Consequently the next few pages are taken up with an examination of the relationship between the protests and the purposes of the first amendment. Thereafter we shall consider their possible harmful effects.

a. Freedom of Speech

At the heart of the first amendment's protection of speech lies the conviction that free and open discussion promotes the testing of ideas and thus serves society's interest in the acquisition of knowledge. Not the least important ideas tested are those which guide the formation of government policy. This point is of obvious pertinence here and deserves elaboration.

A governmental decision to follow one policy rather than another involves two kinds of premises. Some premises deal with the likely consequences of alternative courses of action. Others involve the value judgment that one set of consequences is to be preferred over others. However, the adoption of a policy obviously


297 Persecution for the expression of opinions seems to me perfectly logical. If you have no doubt of your premises or your power and want a certain result with all your heart you naturally express your wishes in law and sweep away all opposition. To allow opposition by speech seems to indicate that you think the speech impotent, as when a man says that he has squared the circle, or that you do not care whole-heartedly for the result, or that you doubt either your power or your premises. But when men have realized that time has upset many fighting faiths, they may come to believe even more than they believe the very foundations of their own conduct that the ultimate good desired is better reached by free trade in ideas—that the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the market, and that truth is the only ground upon which their wishes safely can be carried out. That at any rate is the theory of our Constitution. It is an experiment, as all life is an experiment. Every year if not every day we have to wager our salvation upon some prophecy based upon imperfect knowledge. While that experiment is part of our system I think that we should be eternally vigilant against attempts to check the expression of opinions that we loathe and believe to be fraught with death, unless they so imminently threaten immediate interference with the lawful and pressing purposes of the law that an immediate check is required to save the country.


Professor Emerson lists four functions of freedom of expression in a democratic society: individual self-fulfillment, attainment of truth, participation in decision-making, and balance between stability and change. Emerson, supra note 300, at 676-90. We believe we have treated the last three. Of course, we recognize the significance of the first and its relation to Vietnam protests, but we have omitted it because of considerations of space and emphasis appropriate to this article.

does not mean that its premises are valid. The factual assumptions underlying it are based on prior observations of reality and inferences drawn from them. New observations (or new interpretations of old experiences) can indicate that those assumptions are erroneous: instead of the results anticipated, a policy may lead to consequences that are wholly unexpected; more commonly, things will work out partly as planned and partly otherwise. Value judgments can also change. Viewed in the light of its actual consequences, a policy may appear unwise. Moreover, even when initial expectations are fulfilled, we sometimes alter our views on whether a policy is a wise one. Thus, though the benefits of a policy may theoretically have seemed to outweigh its costs, this judgment may change when we actually experience these consequences.

Since experience is never ending, it is always possible that the premises of government policy may prove erroneous. Presumably it is desirable that such errors be discovered. The social utility of free speech is that it permits and encourages the exploration essential to discovery. However well entrenched a policy may be, by maintaining free speech we permit the challenges that can lead to the correction of error.

Given this rationale for free speech, the question is whether it is applicable to the various protests against the Vietnam war. The first point worth noting is that the need for continuing re-examination, and thus the importance of discussion of government policy, is especially high when, as here, the policies involve our relations with the Communist world. What strategy and tactics are best in dealing with China, the U.S.S.R., and the nations they influence is an incredibly complicated matter. Few, if any, of the relevant factual questions can be answered with certainty. Moreover, some of the critical factual conditions change with time: for example, the nuclear capacities of various nations, the relationship between China and Russia, and the attitudes of our allies and of unaligned nations. The critical value judgments are also prone to change. As developing circumstances cause variations in the costs and benefits of the policies we have been pursuing, judgments on their worth also shift. What seems intolerable (or insignificant) today may be of little moment (or crucial) tomorrow.

Assuming the importance, then, of foreign policy debate, are the Vietnam protests the kinds of activities that in some way contribute to thoughtful appraisal of policy? Most are; some may not be. The value of the National Teach-In in Washington, where positions both pro and contra the government were presented, is clear. But it has been argued that rallies and teach-ins at which one side only was presented did not provide a basis for

---

994 For a description of the National Teach-In, see text accompanying notes 147-65 supra.
While provocative protests may attract attention, they are often annoying, and one may ask whether this attention getting is really necessary. Ideally a speaker whose ideas have merit should not need to resort to such tactics. In fact, however, he often must. The temptation to ignore difficult, complex problems like the war in Vietnam is great. Acceptance of the status quo is far simpler than trying to comprehend the mass of pertinent information and the many interrelated issues that are involved. Moreover, when it comes to foreign policy, many people feel powerless to influence the government and thus tend to ignore debate because they view it as futile. Additionally the anti-Communist character of the Vietnam struggle may give the government’s policy special insulation against the charges of its critics. For these and perhaps other reasons, special measures to capture public attention may well be essential when one wants to stimulate widespread examination of a previously accepted government policy.

In this respect, it should be noted that the opponents of government policy may have no ready access to the mass media. This was true of most protesters against the war in Vietnam. Lacking the funds required for a national advertising campaign, they had to rely on the publicity that newsworthiness could buy. But at least in the early days, the people who were protesting were not newsworthy in themselves—they were neither prominent individuals nor did they speak for prominent groups. And the messages they expressed was not sufficiently shocking to command the attention of television, newspapers, and magazines. Therefore the news-

worthiness of their tactics may have been especially important in determining how much of their position reached the public. Furthermore, the protesters needed not only to capture space in the mass media, but had also to arouse audience interest. Familiar devices such as a letter to the editor or a speech at a local auditorium are apt to be far less effective than a march through the center of town or a picket line around the White House. New ideas, like new products, require provocative and unusual forms of promotion to bring them to the consumer’s attention. And in a market filled with competitors, a new product, especially a bitter pill, needs this vigorous promotion if it is ever to be noticed at all.

This promotional process, of course, is not a simple one; and not all forms of protest are effective in reaching all groups within the public. Indeed, something like a chain letter effect may operate. The early student protests, for example, with an initial impact confined to the academic community, may well have sparked the first teach-ins. The activities of the professors, in turn, somewhat more noteworthy, reached beyond the campus—to various nonacademic intellectuals and to some extent to the public at large. Religious leaders had also entered the discussion, and this led to a further involvement of the public. And while we cannot trace with confidence a direct causal connection, eventually open hearings were held in the Senate.

Dramatic and unusual forms of protest may have other effects conducive to heightened discussion and debate. Opposition to the war in Vietnam has been at times rather unpopular and some people, perhaps many, may in consequence have felt reluctant to express a question, requiring or dissent point of view. But by advertising the fact that there is a protest movement—by popularizing dissent, so to speak—the tactics of protest may have dispelled the notion that a position of dissent is necessarily a lonely or isolated one, and thus have encouraged some to speak out. Still other people may remain silent because they view the expression of dissent as radical or extreme, and hence for them, improper. But whether any given expression of dissent will be perceived as beyond the bounds of propriety often turns on the range of protest tactics currently in use; whatever lies at the far end of the spectrum has a way of being popularly equated with “radicalism.” But when a new and provocative tactic appears, the range—subject to certain qualifications—may be extended; older tactics may shift toward the center and cease to be viewed as quite so shocking. If writing statement “God is dead.” Though the person expounding this concept was not well known within the general public, his words were sufficiently startling to command mass media attention.

Social psychologists have shown that a person’s social judgments are influenced by what he sees as the range of possibilities. As one’s range of experience widens, what once looked like an unacceptable extremist position may appear nearer the middle of the scale of possible positions. For
letters, signing petitions, and the like are the only modes of protest in use, some people inevitably will regard these acts as radical and shun them. But as different and more provocative tactics become common—picket lines, for example, or sit-ins—the over-all picture changes, and people previously unwilling to express themselves at all may now be willing to write their Congressman, or sign a petition, and so on. In brief, dramatic and unusual tactics may enhance the respectability of the more moderate forms of protest.

Conceding all we have said, it still can be argued that some of the protests discourage more discussion than they promote, and therefore that they fail to further the purposes of the first amendment. For example, while those who display the Viet Cong flag undoubtedly attract attention, they probably stimulate more public antipathy than rational thought. The same may be true of marchers who chant "Hey, hey, LBJ. How many kids have you killed today?" We find two difficulties with this argument.

For one thing, we suspect that it often rests on the use of an inappropriate criterion of efficacy. When someone says that the Viet Cong flag-waver is ineffective, for example, he probably

means that this tactic will infuriate many people who might otherwise have listened to arguments concerning, say, the merits of negotiations. And if the flag-waver's purpose is to stimulate thought about negotiations, his efforts probably will yield a net loss. But if he believes that the Viet Cong, rather than the official government of South Vietnam, represent the best interests of the Vietnamese people, then displaying a Viet Cong flag is not an inappropriate method of symbolizing this position and urging others to consider it. Although the number of people so stimulated to reflect on the position may be small, the activity has served a first amendment purpose.

Second, whether a protest tactic will be effective is seldom clear. The time, place, and audience are important. More often than not, the contention that a tactic will backfire has no more basis than the contrary belief. Who, then, should control the choice of tactics? Since it is in the self-interest of dissenters to use effective techniques, and since government is seldom interested in promoting the effectiveness of its critics, it seems wise to leave control over protest tactics in the hands of the protesters. This means that the possible ineffectiveness of a protest should not constitute a basis for denial of first amendment protection.

b. Petition and Assembly

The first amendment's protection of the "right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances" reflects a principle that is axiomatic in our system: control over government policy should rest ultimately with the people. In determining whether an activity should be protected under this principle, there is no point in asking whether the activity promotes some underlying constitutional purpose, for there is no such underlying purpose. Democratic control—bringing public opinion to bear on government—is an end in itself. In this respect, as conventional political campaigns illustrate, an attempt to organize public opinion need not rely on rational argument in order to be part of the democratic tradition. It is also within this tradition for groups representing minority views to have an impact on government policy. Indeed, specific policies are seldom supported by a clear-cut majority with strongly felt convictions; instead, various factions make divergent demands on government. Therefore a policy with enough support or acquiescence to make it

example, we are told that some Southerners who once viewed the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People as an undesirable extremist group now view it as a "responsible" organization in contrast to what they see as radical groups such as the Congress of Racial Equality and the Student Non-Violent Co-ordinating Committee.

Such a widening of the range of possibilities may lead to more tolerance of those who fall in the newly defined "moderate" section of the range. On one hand, a person who is not strongly committed to an opposite position may find these new moderates more convincing and may even move toward their position. On the other hand, even those who are extremists of the opposite stripe may be more willing to allow the new moderates to be heard—and may even be willing to listen to them. Nonetheless, the evidence indicates that experience with new, more extreme positions may make one who is strongly committed to a contrary view more firm in his beliefs and prompt him to redouble his efforts to combat "error." A member of a White Citizens' Council upon discovery of CORE and SNCC may well lump the NAACP with them and seek ways to run all three groups out of his community. See generally SNOKEF & HOWLAND, SOCIAL JUDGMENT 111, 124-26, 130, 157, 168-73, 174, 180, 190, 195-96 (1961). We are indebted to Dr. Jacqueline R. Macaulay for assistance in interpreting this material.

At a debate among some sixty scholars, critics, and artists in New York City, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., responding to a question about the impact of the opposition to the war on government policy, said:

I think some forms of the opposition did. I think that the senatorial opposition and a certain amount of the opposition in the intellectual community has had a genuine effect. I think the President's Johns Hopkins speech, which should have been given many months earlier, was given when it was in part because of that opposition. I think the demonstrations have had very little effect.

... If the point is to be effective, you don't carry Vietcong banners [though people have a right to protest in this fashion].


402 Of course, the first amendment and the other provisions of the Bill of Rights constitute an important limitation on popular control of government, for prohibiting criticism of government policy would be invalid even if favored by a majority of the electorate. Even here, however, a modified principle of democratic control operates: given sufficient popular support, the Constitution could be amended.

viable is likely to represent a compromise that accommodates many points of view. In brief, the only appropriate standard for deciding whether an activity falls within the first amendment's assembly and petition clauses is whether it constitutes a lawful attempt to influence policy by bringing the persuasive power of public opinion to bear on government. Clearly this was a major purpose of most of the Vietnam protests.

Thus far we have assumed that all of the protests were aimed at mobilizing and expressing public opinion. But this, of course, may not have been true. The purpose of some protesters—those who attempted to block troop trains, for example—may have been to disrupt the government's policy rather than to change it democratically.404 To the extent that this was true, these activities cannot be thought of as entitled to the protection of the first amendment.405 But while it is undoubtedly convenient to think of "purpose" as a single undeviating and dominant motive, the fact is that purpose is far more likely to be an amalgam of motives, some proper, others not.

In any case, in so far as protesters attempt to exercise democratic control over government, the constitutional value of their activities is in a sense especially high. The practical significance of the right to "assemble, and to petition the Government" is related to

404 The May 2nd Movement has conducted campaigns to have draft-age men sign pledges stating that they will refuse to fight in Vietnam. Ltr, T. N. New Ltr 114-18 (1966). While one purpose of these campaigns may be to advertise opposition to the war, it seems probable, when one considers the other activities and attitudes of the May 2nd Movement, that another purpose is to impede the war effort itself. See id. at 114-17.
405 Quite a different issue is whether an individual who believes his government is violating international law ought to refuse to participate in activities that further the nation's efforts or, to carry the matter one step further, ought to attempt to undermine his country's ability to carry out its policies. This is an issue that some opponents of the Vietnam war have raised. Thus, David H. Mitchell, III, who was convicted of refusing to report for induction into the armed forces, "charged that the United States is committing war crimes in Vietnam . . . ." N.Y. Times, March 17, p. 20, col. 4 (city ed.).

The importance of the Mitchell case is that he, along with a growing number of the young, is not refusing service as a conscientious objector to all wars. It is the war in Vietnam in which he will not participate. And he bases his refusal on the Charter of the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg—"individuals have international duties which transcend the national obligations of obedience imposed by the individual state. He who violates the laws of war cannot obtain immunity while acting in pursuance of the authority of the state if the state in authorizing action moves outside its competence under international law."

Hentoff, Die Meisterzinger Von the Free World, The Village Voice (New York), Feb. 14, 1966, p. 8, col. 1. It is beyond the scope of this article to consider whether an individual who believes that his country is acting immorally is therefore himself morally justified in violating the country's laws. It is sufficient for our purposes to note that the government is unlikely to accept such a theory as a legal excuse for violation of its laws.

407 See articles cited note 389 supra.
409 See, e.g., MEIKLEJOHN, POLITICAL FREEDOM 24-25 (1960); Emerson, supra note 389, at 931-36.
411 In Mr. Justice Brennan's words, "government is not powerless to say that you cannot blare by loudspeaker the words of the first amendment in a residential neighborhood in the dead of night . . . ." Brennan, supra note 389, at 5. See, e.g., Kovacs v. Cooper, 336 U.S. 77 (1949).
or lying in a busy intersection can be prosecuted.\footnote{412} Among other things, the citizen's daily routine may be protected against disruption as long as dissenters are not denied other avenues of protest. In some instances—-attempts to block troop trains, for example—the demonstrators may have violated valid laws limiting modes of expression. To this extent, the protests do not fall within the sanctuary which first amendment values provide for speech, petition, and assembly.

It may also be that some protests, despite their character as speech, petition, or assembly, could be constitutionally prohibited because they urge people to engage in conduct that would impede the nation's fighting capacity. Possible examples are leaflets advocating draft evasion—refusal to serve or the fraudulent claiming of exemptions—and the leaflets that were sent to our soldiers in Vietnam urging them to cease fighting.\footnote{413} Whether such conduct could be prohibited would turn on the Supreme Court's assessment of the danger created at the time of occurrence. Suffice it to say here that the answer is by no means clear.

Quantitatively the activities noted in the last two paragraphs have little significance. The modes of communication used by all but a relatively few protesters, though sometimes irritating, have been entirely lawful. And with but few exceptions the message communicated has been that the government should change its policies rather than that the citizenry should engage in unlawful disruption of essential public services. It has been argued, however, that any public discontent will hurt the morale of troops fighting in the field, and delude the North Vietnamese, Viet Cong, and Chinese leaders into thinking that domestic pressures will force a United States withdrawal, thereby stiffening their resistance to a negotiated settlement, and prolonging the war.\footnote{414}

Whether the protests have hurt morale is difficult to say. We have no systematically gathered information concerning the reactions of servicemen in Vietnam. The evidence that exists consists of statements from the men in the field,\footnote{415} and the impressions of people who have visited Vietnam and talked with the men there.\footnote{416} If morale means psychological capacity to fight well, there is no direct evidence that this capacity has been impaired. The evidence does show, however, that the protests have evoked feelings of angry resentment.\footnote{417} The question, then, is whether such feelings decrease an individual's combatant capacity. The commander of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, after visiting Vietnam, offered his opinion. While noting antagonism toward the protests, he said that they "have not affected the fighting men in their decision to do their duty and win this war."\footnote{418}

The impact of the protests on the Chinese, North Vietnamese, and the Viet Cong leaders is also difficult to assess. In public statements they grossly exaggerate the size of the protests—picturing them as supported by large portions of the population—and state that the result will be to force our withdrawal from Vietnam.\footnote{419} The difficulty is that one does not know whether such statements are simply propaganda or whether they truly reflect the thinking of the Communist leaders; but it seems unlikely in our opinion that the leaders of North Vietnam have been so totally deluded. These men have reliable intelligence sources available to them: newspapers from all over the world, representatives of other nations assigned to Peking and Hanoi, and Chinese and Northern Vietnamese diplomats located abroad.\footnote{420} The leaders of the Viet Cong have more limited sources of information. There is some indication that they rely on the distorted statements the Chinese issue for public consumption.\footnote{421} But on the other hand, the Viet Cong have also sought and obtained information from other, more reliable sources.\footnote{422}

\footnote{412} The rights of free speech and assembly, while fundamental in our democratic society, still do not mean that everyone with opinions or beliefs to express may address a group at any public place and at any time. The constitutional guarantee of liberty implies the existence of an organized society maintaining public order, without which liberty itself would be lost in the excesses of anarchy. The control of travel on the streets is a clear example of governmental responsibility to insure this necessary order. A restriction in that relation, designed to promote the public convenience in the interest of all, and not susceptible to abuses of discriminatory application, cannot be disregarded by the attempted exercise of some civil right which, in other circumstances, would be entitled to protection. One would not be justified in ignoring the familiar red light because this was thought to be a means of social protest. Nor could one, contrary to traffic regulations, insist upon a street meeting in the middle of Times Square at the rush hour as a form of freedom of speech or assembly. Cox v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 538, 554 (1965) (the case overturned the conviction of a leader of a civil rights demonstration for "obstructing public passages").

\footnote{413} See, e.g., Gara v. United States, 340 U.S. 857 (1950), affirming by an equally divided Court 178 F.2d 38 (6th Cir. 1949); Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616 (1919); Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47 (1919).

\footnote{414} See, e.g., text accompanying notes 362-63 & 367-70 supra.


\footnote{420} China and North Vietnam have formal diplomatic relationships with the countries of Eastern Europe. In addition, China has formal diplomatic relationships with France and Great Britain, and Chinese officials in Poland hold informal talks with our Ambassador there. See, e.g., id., cols. 1-2; N.Y. Times, Oct. 20, 1965, p. 1, col. 6, at 2, col. 1.

\footnote{421} Id., cols. 1-2; A British writer who visited North Vietnam in late 1965 indicates that the North Vietnamese give a "dedicated over-evalu-
The protests could have other harmful consequences. Even if there is no misperception concerning the extent of the protests, the Communist leaders may take an unrealistic view of their probable impact on United States policy. And, if the Chinese and Vietnamese leaders are not wholly in agreement on what their policy ought to be, the protests may strengthen the hand of those who press for continued conflict rather than negotiation. Further, since even totalitarian regimes must take some account of public opinion, the protests, by providing a basis for propaganda, may help the leaders control their people.

All these comments on how the protests affect our troops or whether they have misled the Communist world are, of course, highly speculative. It is doubtful that anyone really knows the facts. And because we do not know, it must be assumed that the protests may have such consequences. But it should also be recognized that without suppressing dissent, steps can be taken to minimize this risk. We have ways of communicating with the Chinese and Vietnamese. The President’s public statements and various demonstrations supporting government policy reach far beyond our borders. Private messages are also possible. And the continued shipment of men and supplies to the battlefield speaks in terms that are difficult to misunderstand. Indeed, some of the protesters themselves have directly informed the North Vietnamese leaders that the protests should be interpreted not as support for the Viet Cong, but only as a demand that our government take steps to bring about negotiations. Turning to the matter of morale, here, too, there are ways of minimizing whatever harmful side effects the protests may have. Numerous campaigns have been organized to send encouraging letters, food packages, and Christmas gifts to the men in Vietnam; and it is reported that these efforts have transformed the initial resentment of the troops into “a glow of good feeling.”

**d. The Balance of Values and Costs**

Having noted the possible consequences of the protests, we come now to the question whether laws prohibiting them would be constitutional. We have previously commented on demonstrations which violate laws regulating modes of expression and the advocacy of illegal action designed to disrupt the government’s policies. But what of the vast bulk of the protests—those that were lawful and urged only that the public petition the government to change its policies? Given that these activities are covered by the first amendment’s references to “freedom of speech” and “the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government,” their value is axiomatic in our society. Indeed, it is the protection of these and related values that constitutes the ultimate justification for doing battle in distant countries. Thus, if the war in Vietnam causes the limiting of free discussion or democratic control in the United States, it will to that extent be self-defeating. Only a serious risk to the very survival of our society should cause us to impair its essential qualities. The evidence concerning the consequences of these protests hardly suggests that they involve a risk of that magnitude. It is not clear that they in fact have any harmful effects. Moreover, the harmful effects they may have do not endanger the life of the nation. Perhaps dissent in the United States will stiffen Communist resistance, and this in turn may prolong the war and increase our casualties. One can only view this possibility with deep regret—as, indeed, all casualties are viewed. Yet with or without the protests, we have already sacrificed thousands in this war alone to protect our freedoms against external threats. It would be ironic indeed if we held the value of those freedoms to be too small to outweigh the highly speculative additional risk to life entailed by the Vietnam protests.

At this point, it may be helpful to summarize briefly what has been said thus far and to indicate the direction of what remains. Our thesis began with the premise that government officials, in issuing public statements about the Vietnam protests, are obliged to take account of constitutional values. Thus, in so far as the protests are protected under the first amendment (and we believe almost all of them are), officials have an obligation to consider the possible deterrent effects of their public statements. We have pointed out

---

428 See pp. 681-89 supra.
429 See pp. 687, 689 supra.
that some of the antiwar activities could be prohibited, however, and so there is an area in which officials would have no obligation if only the first amendment were involved. But also to be considered are the values reflected in the Constitution’s due process guarantees. We turn now to this point, after which we shall set forth and discuss the guidelines which, in our view, government officials ought to observe.

2. DUE PROCESS OF LAW

Though “due process of law” is in some senses an indefinable concept, in part its meaning is clear. The words “of law” imply a principle that lies at the heart of our system: government may impose criminal sanctions on a person only if his conduct, when committed, was prohibited by law. Assuming a law, the imposition of criminal sanctions will nonetheless be improper unless certain procedures—those required by due process—are followed. But if there were no limits on government’s freedom to stimulate the public’s use of private sanctions to punish “offenders,” the purposes of due process requirements could be largely circumvented.

The requirement that conduct be prohibited by law before it is punishable serves at least two purposes: it acts as a restraint on arbitrary government action, and it makes it possible for the citizen to determine, often with some precision, what conduct is prohibited. When law is enacted by a legislature, those who are interested usually have an opportunity to express their views to individual legislators and to the appropriate legislative committee. This provides some assurance that the people responsible for making law will be exposed to divergent viewpoints. Moreover, the legislative process itself promotes some degree of thoughtful deliberation; and, in addition, the judiciary’s power to strike down unconstitutional laws constitutes an independent check. Of course, these restraints do not always work; but the availability of these institutionalized processes often blocks or restrains arbitrary action. None of these restraints is operative when government officials issue statements which tend to activate a system of private sanctions. In addition, the potential “offender” has relatively little notice of what the privately made “rules” prohibit. He may know that the public is generally hostile toward antiwar demonstrations, but does he know whether marching on a picket line violates the social definitions of acceptable conduct? What of a sit-in? What of carrying a sign vilifying the President? Moreover, the penalties for the commission of such “crimes” are uncertain. The protester, for example, who anticipates nothing more than verbal abuse may end up with a broken head. At the beginning of the civil rights movement, sit-ins and picketing were disapproved by many. Today these tactics are far more familiar, but still one cannot be sure in any particular situation whether they have now become acceptable to those who witness them or are still disapproved to the same or even a greater degree. Given this uncertainty, can anyone say that one who pickets or sits-in has assumed the risk and “has asked for it” if he is met with violence, jeers, or a lowered status in the eyes of his former friends?

The situation is quite different, obviously, when rules of conduct are established by the legislature. Those who wish to know can find and read the rule they are expected to follow. While there may be some ambiguities, the definition of the conduct prohibited is likely to be far more precise than that provided in unwritten private rules. This is especially true of restraints on speech, petition, and assembly, for here the courts have been especially insistent that the prohibited be clearly defined. No similar pressure for precision operates in the private rule-making process.

“Due process of law” protects the citizen not only against arbitrary enactments, but also against unfair enforcement of the law. But all the safeguards afforded by due process—the neutral judge, a jury screened for bias, representation by counsel—are absent when the private sanction system enforces its rules. Consequently, to the extent that government power is used to stimulate private punishment, government is causing punishment to be imposed without observing the due process safeguards to which a person is supposed to be entitled when the government moves against him. To be sure, the informal sanctions are not the same as those that spring from the criminal law. Often they are trivial. But the fact that a sanction is informal does not necessarily detract from its severity. Loss of a job, for example, may entail greater economic deprivation than a fine. And isolation within society (ostracism) is not wholly unlike isolation from society (imprisonment). It follows, then, that in deciding what statements he will issue to the public, a government official ought to consider whether his words will tend to stimulate the private sanction system.

B. The Obligations of Government Officials Suggested by Constitutional Values

In so far as the first amendment protects the Vietnam protesters

431 The “very nature of our free republican governments” requires “that no man should be compelled to do what the laws do not require, nor to refrain from acts which the laws permit.” Calder v. Bull, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 386, 389 (1798). See also United States v. Brown, 361 U.S. 437 (1960). The obligation has been placed squarely on the requirements of due process. Lanzetta v. New Jersey, 302 U.S. 451, 453 (1938).


against direct governmental restraint, the values of free speech, petition, and assembly would be equally violated if a government official urged the public to ostracize the protesters, deny them jobs, physically attack them, or otherwise use private sanctions to repress dissent. The sole purpose of thus addressing the public would be to impair processes which the Constitution seeks to protect against governmental attack. Such an appeal to private sanctions would also violate the spirit of due process, for the Constitution's purpose is to provide the individual with safeguards not available when punishment is privately imposed. Thus the first rule for evaluating governmental comment on the Vietnam protests is that statements issued for the purpose of provoking resort to private sanctions are improper.

No statements of which we are aware could fairly be held to have violated this rule. The statements that government officials have issued assert a proposition about the protests rather than specifically calling for their repression. Thus some officials have characterized the protests as Communist influenced; others have commented on their overseas effects, and so on. But whatever the speaker's intent, these statements can stimulate a system of private sanctions. It might be argued, of course, that in light of this such statements should never be issued; but this would impose greater restraint on government conduct than constitutional analogy requires. Even laws aimed at a proper purpose may be constitutional despite the fact that they tend to inhibit speech. In passing on the validity of such laws, courts have weighed the loss of first amendment values against the social value of the law in question; social value, in turn, is a function of the importance of the social goal at which the law is aimed (avoiding strikes tending to cripple the nation's defense capabilities, for example) and of whether, in order to pursue that goal effectively, it is necessary to make the first amendment sacrifices entailed. As a second criterion, then, we would suggest that governmental statements be similarly evaluated.

The starting point of such an evaluation, of course, should be recognition of the principle that government officials, no less than others, are entitled to the protection of the first amendment. Their public statements should not be controlled through formal legal sanctions. But self-control is another matter. Given their duty to respect constitutional values, government officials ought to weigh carefully the propriety of issuing any statement that might impair those values. And the wisdom of their decisions is an appropriate matter for public concern.

In our view, propriety turns first on whether the official has taken care to avoid misstatements. Some degree of care is called for simply because officials should not misinform the public. But even more is involved. By hypothesis, issuing statements critical of dissenters has consequences adverse to free speech and due process values. And just as the constitutionality of a law that indirectly deters dissent depends in part on the value of the law's purpose, so too the propriety of an official's statements depends on whether his conduct has sufficient social value to offset its adverse consequences. The official himself may have had various reasons for speaking: to rally support for enactment of legislation or for vigorous enforcement of laws already on the books; to enhance his public image or that of his party or its candidates; to influence the public's view on the merits of the Vietnam war and on the wisdom of demonstrating against it; or simply to express himself. All of these objectives can be accomplished despite inaccuracies in the statements an official makes. (Indeed, misstatements may sometimes be helpful.) But erroneous statements are not likely to further rationality. And for us the prime social value of an official's statements—the value essential to counterbalance their adverse effects on free speech and due process—is the role they can play in promoting public understanding of, and hence wise response to, the problems to which he speaks. It is this view of the value of the official's conduct that constitutes the main basis for our contention that in commenting on dissent he should use care to avoid misstatements. We do not say that the only purpose for which he may properly speak is to educate the public. We do say, however, that whatever his objective, when he talks about those who disagree with official policy, he should behave in a manner calculated to promote rationality rather than error.

It follows that the official should restrict his comments to those that are justified by reliable data and sound reasoning. Moreover, since an official's views about dissent often are given great publicity, and since those who would dispute him are not likely to have equal time, the official should adopt the stance of an objective reporter, not a partisan advocate. Let us be clear. We do not mean that an official ought never to issue a statement about a doubtful matter. It may be quite appropriate and important for him to raise questions. But he should not assert as true a proposition that on the evidence is merely possible; his statements should contain whatever qualifications are required to make them accurate. Of course, the self-control we have called for goes considerably beyond the restraint usually exercised when government officials address the public. Arguments that appeal more to emotion than reason are often used. Facts are not always carefully handled. But surely
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behavior of this sort ought not to serve as a model for government officials. In addition, there is a critical distinction between most governmental statements and those that concern us here. Usually the comments of government officials deal with the merits of substantive issues such as Medicare, urban renewal, and foreign aid. Such statements have little tendency to make the critics of government policy afraid to speak; thus while an official's irresponsibility may contribute to the adoption of an unwise policy, discussion of the wisdom of the policy is not likely to be suppressed. The process through which policy errors can be exposed and corrected is not impaired. But when, as here, government officials comment on the propriety of voicing dissent, they may endanger the corrective process itself. Given this risk, more than ordinary care is called for.

Even when an official frames his statement carefully, there will often be a significant risk of adverse side effects. But these effects can be minimized. The official can couple his criticism of dissent with a reminder that protest and dissent are a vital part of the American tradition. This may be an unpleasant task for an official who strongly dislikes the protesters' points of view; but it is a duty he should accept, and one whose appropriate discharge constitutes a measure of the propriety of his conduct.

Finally, there is an essential balancing process. Even if an official has been impeccable in his handling of evidence, has framed a statement no broader than the evidence warrants, and intends to couple that statement with appropriate cautionary language, the risks of suppressing dissent or inciting violence may be too great, when weighed against the purpose the statement might serve, to justify its issuance. How is such a balance to be struck in individual cases? Probably, we suspect, as it always has been, on the basis of one's personal sense of values. But this does not make the inquiry unimportant, for putting the question will at least alert a public official to the problem. Suppose, for example, that a certain group is generally known to be controlled by Communists, but that many of its members are non-Communists. The Attorney General is considering issuing a statement warning these non-Communists that they may be exploited for purposes with which they are not in sympathy. Assume also that because the non-Communist members of the group have taken a strong stand against what they view as "red baiting," there is almost no chance that they will listen to what the Attorney General says. Assume further that there have recently been many incidents of violence against people identified as Communists. In such a case, we would contend, the Attorney General should not issue the statement.

As a nation, when we confer governmental power on an individual, we assume that he will accept the responsibility commensurate with its exercise. It is clear, we believe, that a responsible public official must take care to protect constitutional values, even when he is not subject to the check of the judicial process.

III. The Statements and Their Propriety

In all that government officials have said about the Vietnam protests, two themes predominate: first, that the various expressions of dissent have an adverse effect on the nation's attainment of its objectives in Vietnam; and second, that to some extent Communists are associated with the protest activities. We turn now to some of the specific statements in which these themes have been expressed. Using the guidelines we have suggested, we shall ask whether the officials who issued these statements took appropriate account of constitutional values.

A. Statements Concerning the Impact of the Protests

To the extent that government officials believed that protests against the nation's policy in Vietnam impeded efforts to obtain a negotiated settlement or a military victory, or hurt the morale of the soldier in the field, their public statements to this effect clearly served a proper governmental purpose: they were communicating arguments which ought to have been considered by protesters in deciding whether, in their judgment, antiwar demonstrations served the best interests of the nation. Presumably the intent was to persuade, not to punish. They were seeking to influence conduct, not by threatening listeners with sanctions, but by appealing to their reason.

The problem, of course, is that despite benign intent, such statements could still have had adverse effects. After all, officials were stating that the actual results of protest were to lengthen the casualty lists, to aid those with whom the nation was doing battle, and, in effect, to aid and abet Communism. Many people may not have realized that these consequences were probably not intended by the protesters. Moreover, the public may not have understood that dissent is part of a process having great social utility. In these circumstances, though they did not intend it, officials may nevertheless have silenced some dissenters by causing them to fear the consequences of an open expression of their views. Indeed, such comments may have caused private punishment to be inflicted on some people. In our view, during the period involved here these dangers were not de minimis. The violent attacks on protesters and the insults directed at them are evidence enough of that.
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However, it does not follow that officials should not have spoken during this period. Whatever the actual fact, the belief that demonstrations in the United States might be misconstrued in Hanoi was not frivolous. It was based on evidence and supported by reason. In such a situation there was good reason to make the risks of protest known. Therefore, the critical question in evaluating the conduct of the officials who commented on the dangers of the protests is whether they took appropriate steps to minimize the harmful consequences such commentary might entail.

Thus, if an official believed that the protests were within the first amendment’s protection, he should have made this clear to his audience. A few words designed to put a damper on the private sanction system would also have been in order. Of course, officials who thought that the protests posed so great a threat that a law prohibiting them would be constitutional, could not have been expected to champion free speech. But their due process obligation would hold. Therefore, even while noting the harmful consequences of the protests—and perhaps calling for laws to suppress them—these officials should have warned against vigilante action.

At this point, a word about the effectiveness of such prophylactic statements is appropriate. Government officials are not without ways of getting such messages across to the public. Often they have close relationships with key men in the mass communications media and can influence what is reported and what is stressed. This is especially true of the President and those associated with him. And such lines of communication are also open to Congressmen and other officials. At the same time, no matter how careful he is, an official can never eliminate completely the speech-deterring consequences of his conduct. Inevitably some would-be dissenters will be silenced. But the effort should be made nevertheless. We turn now to an analysis of the statements that have in fact been made.

Many men in government have had something to say about the overseas impact of our domestic dissent. An examination of each and every remark would be pointless. Since the comments of President Johnson, Secretary of State Rusk, and Senator Long probably have been more publicized than any others—and thus had the greatest impact on the public—we shall focus on them.441
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Two other papers carried the comments on dissent in the second sentence of their stories. See Portland Oregonian, Nov. 6, 1965, § 1, p. 1, col. 2; San Francisco Chronicle, Nov. 6, 1965, p. 5, col. 7.

VIETNAM PROTESTS

To our knowledge, no critic of the Vietnam protesters took greater care to avoid infringing constitutional values than Secretary of State Dean Rusk. At a news conference on November 5, 1965, he said that

“evidences of dissent are used by Hanoi and by Peking, and undoubtedly these evidences bolster their morale, lead them into perhaps some miscalculations and misjudgments.”

... “those who engage in such discussions [of government policy in Vietnam] should be aware of and take some responsibility for the fact that what they have in mind may be frustrated by the way in which they go about it.

“If they want peace in Southeast Asia, then it’s very important that Hanoi and Peiping not be misled about the determination of the American people and the American Government...”

But these were not his only words:

In “a vigorous and thriving democracy such as ours,” he said, “we must have debate and an opportunity for dissent” and “it would be wrong to try to restrict those opportunities in any way.”

“I certainly feel very strongly that Government should not interfere with the normal process of democratic discussion in our system,” he said.

There is some reason to believe that Secretary Rusk, in addition to stating his views on dissent, placed special emphasis on this matter so that it would be adequately reported in the newspapers. This, at least, was the result. Looking at the way in which ten papers from around the country covered the Rusk news conference, we find that in all but one paper his defense of dissent was featured in the text of the story; in four it was noted in the story's head.
line.\textsuperscript{445}

President Johnson’s record is mixed. In reporting his comments on the nationwide protests of mid-October 1965, Bill Moyers, White House press secretary, said that the President was disturbed on two counts:

First, he fears that the protests may give American enemies a misleading picture. As Mr. Moyers put it:

“The President feels it is possible for our adversaries to misread these events in this country and to take and put into these events greater and broader support for a particular position than is justified by the feeling of the American people at large.”

According to his aides, Mr. Johnson believes that such actions would result in the prolongation of the war the demonstrators seek to end.

Second, Mr. Johnson is disturbed by preliminary reports of Communist infiltration of the peace movement. He is concerned, Mr. Moyers said, by the possibility “that even well-meaning demonstrators can become the victims of Communist aggression.”

“One of the subjects he touched on this morning,” Mr. Moyers said, “was to express surprise that any one citizen would feel toward his country in a way that is not consistent with the national interest.”\textsuperscript{446}

For a number of reasons, it should have been obvious at the time these comments were released that their potential impact was great. First, the President was speaking. Second, the nation had just experienced a week end filled with antiwar demonstrations, many of them quite provocative. Third, the protesters were being denounced in the halls of Congress\textsuperscript{447} as well as in the columns of some newspapers.\textsuperscript{448} Finally, President Johnson’s statement that the demonstrations might mislead our battlefield enemies was coupled with two further comments, both of which had some tendency to arouse public antipathy toward, and the use of private
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sanctions against the protesters: first, the mention of Communist infiltration of the peace movement; and second, the statement that a non-partisan the government’s policies felt “toward his country in a way that is not consistent with the national interest.” If these factors are all taken into account, the President’s failure to remind the public that dissent plays an important role in our governmental process was especially unfortunate.

Interestingly, a little more than a month later, on the eve of the Washington protest march, the President (speaking through his press secretary) once more noted the danger that antiwar activities might mislead our adversaries; but this time he had more to say.

President Johnson thinks that people have a basic right to criticize United States foreign policy . . . . This assessment of the President’s views was given by his press secretary, Bill D. Moyers . . . .

“...I know he feels that the demonstration is a part of the freedom guaranteed all Americans,” Mr. Moyers said.

... Mr. Moyers remarked, those who disagree [with the government’s policy] should at least “weigh the consequences” of their actions.

But, he said emphatically, “at the same time it should not cause them to fail to do what their conscience leads them to do.”\textsuperscript{449}

If the President’s first statement may properly be criticized, the second entitles him to praise.

The last statement dealing with the impact of the protests to be considered here is Senator Russell B. Long’s. Speaking on the Senate floor, he

vehemently denounced senatorial critics of the [government’s Vietnam] policy, accusing them of dividing and confusing the country and encouraging the Vietcong to prolong the war.

Shouting, waving his arms and shaking his fists, the Louisiana Democrat barely stopped short of attributing lack of patriotism to the severest critics. Democratic Senators Wayne Morse of Oregon and Ernest Gruening of Alaska.

“I maintain,” Mr. Long said, “that speeches on the floor of the Senate and on television advocating that our boys not fight for their country and that the people back off from the effort to help their country, handicap our fighting men and hold our country down when the going gets tough, do nothing but encourage the Communists to prolong the war.”

\textsuperscript{449} N.Y. Times, Nov. 27, 1965, p. 1, col. 8, p. 10, col. 4 (city ed.).
"I swell with pride when I see Old Glory flying from the Capitol. I swell with pride when I see the American flag flying from the Senate Office Building. I am proud of this country. I pray that no other flag will ever fly above it. My prayer is that there may never be a dark flag of surrender up there."

In his opening remarks, Senator Long said he had information from "very high sources" in the government that the Communist cause in Vietnam was being aided by speeches of critical Senators.

Mr. Long conceded under questioning that Senators had a right to ask questions about Vietnam policy but added: "When our nation is committed and our men are fighting in the field, we have a responsibility not to do things that will divide and confuse the people and prolong the war."^450

A number of difficult issues arise when one attempts to assess the propriety of these remarks. Though specifically dealing only with senatorial speech, Long's remarks might have been understood by the public as directed at all protests. If so, he may be criticized on the ground that he did nothing to protect against the risk that his comments might have silenced dissenters and, indeed, might have led to private punishment. On the other hand, if his remarks are viewed as limited to the speeches of his colleagues, the problem is not so simple. His purpose, presumably, was to convince other Senators that they should not publicly criticize government policy. One way for a Senator to do this would be to persuade his colleagues that criticism of the government's Vietnam policy was unwise because of its effects on the nation's war effort. But it seems unlikely that this is what Senator Long had in mind. He undoubtedly was aware that his colleagues must have heard and considered this argument.\^451 Another way to silence colleagues is to threaten their chances of re-election by telling the voters that their speeches are helping the Communists. This, too, is proper. After all, discussion of whether Senators and Congressmen act wisely is part of the democratic process and should be valued as an aspect of free speech.

But there is something else to consider. The importance of open debate within the halls of Congress is of obvious importance. Policy is made there, and those who make it should feel as free as possible to debate the premises of the policies they must pass on.

451 The argument had been widely asserted. It appears to have been introduced in a column by James Reston of the New York Times. Id., Oct. 17, 1965, § 4, p. 10, col. 3. It was repeated in Congress. See note 441 supra. President Johnson put his voice behind it. Id., Oct. 19, p. 1, col. 8 (city ed.). And Secretary of State Dean Rusk raised the matter at a news conference. See text accompanying note 442 supra.
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Of course, this freedom can never be complete. The legislator's knowledge that what he says may be turned against him and cause his defeat at the polls is an ever-present and unavoidable fetter on discussion. And this fetter could be removed only at the cost of prohibiting the argument that a legislator's publicly expressed views reflect unfavorably on his qualifications for office—clearly an unacceptable price. Consequently, a person who, like Senator Long, criticizes a legislator's speeches cannot be faulted merely because the criticism may to some extent deter that legislator, or others, from voicing their views. But this should not mean that anything goes. For example, in terms of first amendment values, it would be improper knowingly to make a false accusation that would deter a legislator's participation in legislative debate: the value of this false accusation would be nil, and therefore nothing would counterbalance its costs. Moreover, where criticism of a legislator's speeches can be misconstrued by the public, and the misconstruction would be especially damaging to the legislator, it may be appropriate to ask that the critic do what he can to avoid this result. Of course if the critic is himself a legislator, we must not ask so much of him that his own freedom of debate will be restricted; and it is worth remembering that when the person criticized is a legislator, he has a ready-made forum in which to reply.

With these qualifications, however, we may say that the critic ought to exercise care. Whether Senator Long failed in this respect depends on how one would answer certain other questions. First, was there any significant risk that the public might have misconstrued his remarks? The obvious possibility is that the public might interpret Long as asserting that Senators who question government policy are not only unwise but are also willfully disloyal, that is, consciously seeking to aid the enemy. The way in which he described the speeches he was attacking makes such an interpretation at least possible. He referred to "speeches . . . advocating that our boys not fight for their country . . . .\" He also characterized his senatorial adversaries as "advocates of retreat, defeat, surrender, and national dishonor." In addition Senator Long said that our soldiers "might be defeated, but they are not going to get whipped in Vietnam. If they are beaten, it will be in Washington." In proclaiming "I swell with pride when I see Old Glory flying\" and "I am proud of this country," he may haveuggested to the public that those he was attacking held different attitudes.

Second, assuming that the public may have misconstrued Long's
comments, and that this was apparent to other Senators, would this have deterred legislative debate? Some Senators were most unlikely to be deterred. Senators Morse and Gruening had long voiced their opposition to the war in Vietnam, and Senator Long's comments probably had no effect on them. We do not know—indeed, cannot know—what impact the risk of being regarded as disloyal might have had on others.

Finally, if care was called for, did Senator Long exercise it? We think not. We have already noted the portions of his speech which created a danger of misconstruction. These in themselves reflect a lack of care. Indeed, in some respects they are clearly inaccurate. The men Senator Long was criticizing had not advocated "retreat, defeat, surrender, and national dishonor." Nor had they urged that "our boys not fight for their country," though they had argued that the government should take steps to end the fight itself. Though Senator Long did concede that his colleagues had a right to "ask questions," he never said that they were entitled to criticize policy, and he never expressly disavowed the notion that his opponents were consciously and intentionally damaging the national interest.

B. Statements Charging Communist Involvement in the Protests

The second common kind of official statement concerning the Vietnam protests is one charging that opposition to the war is in some way related to Communism. In many ways and for various reasons Communism has come to be regarded in our society as the enemy, as the quintessential "they"—evil in and of itself. Without more, the label "Communist" attached to an individual, a group, or an organization is capable of closing minds and shutting off discussion. This in itself is unfortunate in light of first amendment values, for whatever the freedom of a speaker, there can be no testing of ideas unless others will listen and think. But the "Communist" label poses a further and even more serious danger: it may inhibit the speaker himself; those who espouse ideas that have been dubbed "Communist" expose themselves to a risk of serious private sanction. It is not difficult to understand why this is so. Many American lives have been lost in combating an ideology militantly antagonistic to our own, and it should not be surprising that some people are willing to take the law into their own hands to deal with those whom they view as Communists. But inciting a mob, even indirectly, is never an appropriate role for a public official.

In light of these risks, then, and with a proper regard for constitutional values, what should a public official consider in deciding whether to charge that some person, group, or idea is communist? First, such a charge should be made only when it can further some social interest, for only then is there a counterbalance to its potentially harmful consequences. Thus we must inquire into the purposes that such statements might serve. Many reasons can be suggested for giving the public information about Communist involvement in a protest movement. We have already listed some reasons for making any statement about dissent, and they are all applicable here. One of them— Influencing the public's response to the protests—deserves further elaboration.

The official who speaks about Communist involvement can be seeking to evoke a number of possible responses. If he is attempting to promote private sanctions in order to silence dissent, his conduct, of course, would be improper. But what if he believes that the members of a particular group are unaware of Communist influence within it and wishes to apprise them of this fact so that they may, if they desire, exclude the Communists, or, failing that, quit the organization themselves? In a similar vein, what if his purpose is to inform potential members of the true character of such an organization? Or suppose the official wants to warn the public of possible bias in an organization's positions and to encourage everyone to think carefully about what it says? Carrying this one step further, what if the official's objective is to advance the theory that anything said by a Communist group (or a group with Communist members) is necessarily invalid and should automatically be disregarded? We would question the propriety of conduct aimed at this last objective, for we consider it irrational to think that ideas are ipso facto bad simply because they are supported by Communists; thus we do not believe that the official who advances this theory is promoting public understanding. When the official's purpose is to prompt the non-Communists in an organization to expel the Communists, other problems arise: is governmental action aimed at limiting the freedom of association of Communists consistent with the first amendment? And will the private machinery which the government official seeks to put in motion afford the procedural safeguards that ought to be present when government acts to deprive the citizen of something he values? Will non-Communists be sufficiently protected against expulsion on the mistaken assumption that they are Communists? We do not intend to explore these problems further. As a practical matter, no further exploration is necessary, for all statements about Communist influence have as a
by-product, if not a purpose, the result of warning about a group's bias and could be defended on this ground. This objective—warning of bias—is not in itself inconsistent with free speech and due process values. Indeed, furnishing the public with information relevant to the reliability of the stands taken by a group is entirely in keeping with the purposes of open debate and discussion, for such information facilitates rational thought. The legal system, for example, has long considered the source of a statement to be pertinent to its credibility.

Whatever may be his motive, the official who carelessly charges “Communism” is endangering constitutional values without justification, for only care can provide some assurance that his statement will have the educational value needed to offset the risks involved in making it. Needless to say, an official can err despite the greatest care, and error is not itself proof of improper conduct. In our view, carelessness is. Additionally, an official can make his charge in such a way that the risks of unintended and repressive side effects are minimized. He can qualify his statement by indicating how people should react to it. If he asserts that a certain group is controlled by Communists, he can limit the danger that debate will be curtailed or private sanctions imposed by stating, for example, that his charge is made only so that others may consider the group's position in the light of possible bias. And he may also reduce these risks by expressly mentioning the importance of free speech and warning against harassment or violence.

We turn now to some specific statements charging Communist involvement or influence in the Vietnam protests. The most elaborately argued charges are found in a staff study of the Internal Security Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary and in the subcommittee's press release announcing its study. The report is entitled, The Anti-Vietnam Agitation and the Teach-In Movement, The Problem of Communist Infiltration and Exploitation. The first ten pages are devoted to an introduction by Senator Thomas J. Dodd, vice-chairman of the subcommittee. Five of these pages reproduce the “findings” of the staff. The study itself is ninety pages long, with chapter headings as follows:

Chapter I. Communist Exploitation and Infiltration of Peace Movements—A Brief History [five pages];
Chapter II. Communist Policy in Vietnam—The Nature of the War in Vietnam [three pages];
Chapter III. The Anti-Vietnam Agitation [eight pages];
Chapter IV. The Origins of the Teach-In Movement [seventeen pages];

---

462 Staff Study at vii-xvi.
463 Id. at ix-xiv.
464 See the table of contents, id. at v.
Then Senator Dodd states that the staff study was released to persuade those in the first three groups to clean their own house and expel those in the fourth:

It is . . . the purpose of the study . . . to try to establish whether the Communist Party and its various affiliates have succeeded in infiltrating and manipulating and exploiting the so-called teach-in movement and the anti-Vietnam agitation in general, and, if so, to what extent and in what manner.

I hope that the facts here set forth, will, among other things, assist loyal critics of administration policy to purge their ranks of the Communists and crypto-Communists, so that the national debate on Vietnam policy can be carried forward as a discussion between honest men, unencumbered by the participation of the Communists, who have been seeking to subvert the entire process of free debate, as they seek to subvert our society.470

Senator Dodd, in a speech to the Senate, said that still another purpose of the study was to give his colleagues “a new insight into” the protests of October 15th and 16th.471 The subcommittee issued a press release indicating that it also intended to inform the public about Communist involvement.472

Though questions can be raised about Senator Dodd’s suggested “purge” of “Communists and crypto-Communists,” if the Vietnam protests were in fact controlled by Communists, there were proper reasons for making this known to Congress and to the public. But even so, the question must be asked, should the study as written have been published by responsible officials in October 1965? The risk that the side effects of a charge of Communist influence in the protest movement would deter discussion were not minimal. Given these risks, one thing seems clear: the charge of Communist control should have been made only if based on reliable data and supported by sound inferences. Only under these conditions would the report serve the educational goals whose values might justify the dangers generated by its charge. What, then, is the supporting argument? What are its premises? Are they adequately proven? And do they support the inference of Communist control?

The specific charge leveled by the committee is that “control of the anti-Vietnam movement has clearly passed from the hands of the moderate elements who may have controlled it at one time, into the hands of Communists and extremist elements who are openly sympathetic to the Viet Cong and openly hostile to the United States . . .”473 This charge rests on two obvious premises: first, that there is a “movement” in the sense of a group with leadership positions, capable of identification and control; and second, that the Communists and extremists have in fact seized control of these leadership positions. The staff study does not indicate the basis for the first premise. To support the second, the study points to the following circumstances, presumably on the ground that they provide a sound basis for inferring that Communists have taken control:

(1) Communists have a motive for taking control, and since they have not been barred from participation in the protests, they have an opportunity to try. (2) In the past, Communists have taken over other organizations, and the Communist Party is today urging its members to participate in antiwar groups. (3) The protests that took place in mid-October 1965 occurred not only in the United States but also in several foreign countries.474 (4) The tactics used to express opposition to the war are consistent with the tactics Communists would use: civil disobedience has been urged and practiced; at some meetings, Communist literature was distributed, and a movie made by the Viet Cong was shown; the teach-ins have been one-sided. (5) A “significant number” of those who sponsored the “teach-in movement” and “an even more significant percentage of the activists in the movement have persistent records of Communist sympathies and/or of association with known Communists and known Communist movement and front organizations.”

The initial difficulty with the contention that Communists and extremists have taken control of the antiwar movement is the study’s failure to indicate what it means by “controlling” a “movement.” It may mean that there is some national antiwar organization which has power over local groups, and that Communists or extremists have taken over key positions in it. But the study points to only two such national organizations: the Inter-University Committee for a Public Hearing on Vietnam, a group formed by professors at the University of Michigan to promote the Washington, D.C., National Teach-In.475 and the National Co-ordinating Committee to End the War in Vietnam, which played a major role in prompting the protests of mid-October 1965.476 The study does

470 Id. at ix.
473 Staff Study at xiv–xv.
474 We say “presumably” because the study does not spell out its inferential theory, but merely refers to a series of conclusions and leaves the reader to construct his own theory.
475 See Staff Study at xiv; 1–5, 39–41, 142–46; xii, 43; xi, xv, 17-20; 45.
476 This fact was merely mentioned in the staff study. Id. at xii, 43. But in a Senate speech Senator Dodd pointed to it as proof of Communist control. See text accompanying note 485 infra.
477 For the study’s references to the Inter-University Committee, see Staff Study 19, 32, 34, 35, 39, 40, 45, 51, 148, 151, 158, 159, 167, 171, 172.
478 The reference to the National Co-ordinating Committee consists of one of its newsletters reproduced in the study. Id. at 198–205.
The study may mean that Communists and extremists were in control of the various local groups which collectively could be referred to as the “movement.” The study offers no direct evidence of this. It seems an unlikely conclusion. One writer has described the lines of control in the peace movement in this way:

> If anything has characterized the movement, from its beginning and in all its parts, it has been a spirit of decentralization, local autonomy, personal choice, and freedom from dogma. On many campuses, even simple majority rule is regarded as coercive of the minority; policy decisions require a “consensus.” As a result, very few policy decisions are made. In fact, it often appears that the movement may be, in the end, more right than left—that it may have picked up a dropped conservative stitch in the American political tradition. Individualism, privacy, personal initiative, even isolationism and a view of the federal government as oppressive—these elements of the right-wing consciousness have not been argued in such depth...since 1932.486

While the staff study fails to show that there was a Communist-controlled, national peace organization which in turn had nationwide control of the protests, it does point to some national-level organized radical student groups—the May 2nd Movement, the Young Socialist Alliance, Students for a Democratic Society, the DuBois Clubs, and others487—whose local chapters participated actively in antiwar demonstrations. Evidence is presented to show that the local chapters of these radical organizations sponsored their own activities.488 But this still leaves the marches, rallies, picket lines, sit-ins, and other protests that were organized and directed by local peace groups whose only organizational relationship with one another, if any, was through affiliation with the National Co-ordinating Committee. And the material presented in the study suggests that these groups accounted for a significant portion of the demonstrations and protests. Thus, in describing the sponsors of the mid-October protests, the study notes that the march in New York was sponsored by “an ad hoc group known as the Committee for Fifth Avenue Peace Parade, representing the combined resources of almost 40 organizations including the Communist Party, and the

a prime value the autonomy of the local groups and the independence of the individual members. This was not true of all the delegates. Members of the Young Socialist Alliance attempted to gain control of the Committee, but the attempt failed. The New Yorker, Dec. 11, 1965, p. 195.489

486 Id. at 185-96.
487 For descriptions of these groups, see STAFF STUDY 214-23. The articles the study reproduces indicate considerable diversity and many differences of opinion among these “new left” organizations. See also, LUCE, THE NEW LEFT (1966).
488 STAFF STUDY 11 (May 2nd Movement); id. at 21-22, 209 (Young Socialist Alliance); id. at 146, 167 (Students for a Democratic Society); id. at 21-22, 205 (DuBois Clubs).
Progressive Labor Movement; that the protest in Philadelphia was organized by the "local committee to End the War in Vietnam;" and that the activities in Oakland and Berkeley were under the auspices of the Vietnam Day Committee, a group indigeneous to that community. And the groups whose activities are described in the National Co-ordinating Committee’s newsletter (reproduced in the appendix of the study) also appear to be local and autonomous rather than chapters of any known national organization. Thus, in order to show that “the anti-Vietnam movement” is controlled by Communists or extremists, it would be necessary to show that such people had assumed the leadership of the various independent local groups. Yet in only one instance does

489 Id. at 42.
490 Ibid.
491 Ibid.
492 The groups shown in the newsletter are the Detroit Committee to End the War in Vietnam, id. at 198; Lancaster (Pa.) Committee for a Negotiated Peace in Vietnam, id. at 199, 204; Pittsburgh Committee to End the War in Vietnam, id. at 200, 204; a group of Milwaukee citizens not identified by specific name, id. at 201; Vietnam Day Committee (Berkeley), id. at 204; New York Committee to End the War in Vietnam, id. at 205; Chicago Peace Council, ibid.; Chicago Committee to End the War in Vietnam, ibid.; New Haven-Yale Committee for Peace in Vietnam, id. at 205.
493 The study makes no claim that these and the many other similar groups are part of a national organization. At one point, in mentioning a march and rally sponsored by the Detroit group, the study refers to it as the “local Committee to End the War in Vietnam.” Id. at 10. As we have previously noted, supra pp. 710-11, these various local groups are affiliated with the National Co-ordinating Committee, but the National Committee has no authority to control the activities of local groups.
494 Further evidence (not available at the time the staff study was composed) of the independent character of local groups is found in the following news story:

The National Coordinating Committee to End the War in Vietnam, in a two-day policy meeting that ended today, voted against the immediate withdrawal of United States troops from South Vietnam. The 38-to-25 vote represented a victory for moderate elements within the peace organization.

Moderates rejected immediate troop withdrawal for fear of losing the mass support they hope to develop. The moderates include the majority of the independent end-the-war committees that make up the national body.

Favoring withdrawal were the Vietnam Day Committee of Berkeley, Calif., the Young Socialist Alliance, youth arm of the Socialist Workers party, and a few other organizations represented at the meeting on the University of Wisconsin campus here.

Many national left-wing groups, such as the Communist party, the W.E.B. du Bois Clubs of America and Students for a Democratic Society, sent observers and were given speaking privileges. Only the local groups embraced by the National Coordinating Committee, however, as Concerned Citizens of San Mateo (Calif.) County and Liberals for Peace in Vietnam, had voting delegates.

In heated debate in the spacious Fireside Lounge of the Student Union Building, the moderates charged “radicals” with putting their own ideological views ahead of the organization’s goal of peace in Vietnam.

of the entire civil rights movement. But the fact is that no such control exists.

The study also points to the fact that the mid-October 1965 protests in the United States coincided with similar actions in several foreign countries. Senator Dodd, speaking in the Senate, indicated the significance that he, as vice-chairman of the committee, attributes to this circumstance: "Pacifists and liberals do not maintain a worldwide apparatus capable of inspiring or controlling simultaneous demonstrations in many countries."495 If we assume for the moment that international co-ordination, as Senator Dodd asserts, is an unmistakable sign of Communist control, it would follow that the United States antiwar group which initiated the foreign demonstrations was under Communist domination. And if this antiwar group controlled the entire protest movement in the United States, it would follow that the entire protest movement was Communist controlled. But the factual assumption essential to this theory is simply not supported by the evidence: the group which appears to have initiated the foreign demonstrations was the Berkeley Vietnam Day Committee,496 and there is no evidence in the staff study to show that the Berkeley group controlled anything other than its own activities. The most, then, that could be inferred from the overseas protests is that the Berkeley group was run by Communists. Even this inference is something less than probable. The foreign protests can be explained on a number of theories other than the one Senator Dodd puts forth. One is that protest groups (the Vietnam Day Committee, for example) contacted student groups elsewhere, asking them to add their voices. One does not have to be a Communist to make such contacts. Another explanation is that the Communist Party here, knowing of the various activities scheduled for October 15-16, contacted Communist parties in other countries. Certainly the fact that the United States Communist Party had such knowledge does not establish its control over local protest groups. Rather than leading the movement, it may have only taken advantage of an opportunity to follow. We do not know what the true explanation is. But nothing in the staff study substantiates Senator Dodd's assertion that the simultaneous foreign protests were produced by an international Communist apparatus.

The study's reliance on a similarity between Communist tactics and those used in protesting the Vietnam war is objectionable because it is inaccurate; and even if accurate, it would not lead to the study's conclusion. Only a small proportion of the various protests that have occurred could be characterized as "civil disobedience."497 The study cites a number of these, ignoring the innumer-

---

495 See note 471 supra.
496 STAFF STUDY 204; N.Y. Times, Sept. 12, 1965, § 1, p. 6, cols. 1, 3.
497 See text accompanying notes 74-186 supra.
498 STAFF STUDY 12.
499 See note 182-83 supra.
500 The New York Times Index for 1965 contains only a few references to stories about such events.
501 Since there has been, for good or for ill, no long-standing tradition of student protest in this country (as there is in France, and in other countries that do not regard college students as children), American students seem to have borrowed their tactics from several contemporary sources. From Aldermaston and, more recently, from the civil-rights movement comes the protest march. From the Johannesburg Negroses' burning of their identity cards stems, apparently, the American students' draft-card burning. And the extreme form of Buddhist protest against the Diem regime seems to have inspired at least one American student to burn himself to death.
502 As for the charge of Communist infiltration, the demonstrators tend to dismiss it (Students for a Democratic Society has dropped its anti-Communist clause) as "irrelevant." Post-Stalinist Communism no longer seems to these well-travelled children of prosperity a monolith, or even a particularly potent expansionist force. "If an American still wants to be a Communist, we think that's his business," says David Gilbert, a leader of the peace movement at Columbia.

Sidney Lens quotes two leaders of SDS as follows:

"We refuse to be anti-Communist. We insist that the term has lost all the specific content it once had. Instead it serves as the key category of abstract thought which Americans use to justify a foreign policy that often is no more sophisticated than rape. It also
We come finally to the contention that "a significant number of the sponsors and an even more significant percentage of the activists in the movement have persistent records of Communist sympathies and/or of association with known Communists and known Communist movement and front organizations." The evidence which the study presents to substantiate this claim consists of biographical notes on some twenty-six persons whose names appear in the pamphlet, National Teach-In on the Vietnam War, as sponsors of that event.\footnote{Ibid.} Remember, this evidence presumably is offered to show Communist control of the entire antiwar movement. The first and most obvious point is that the control in question, if it were established, would relate only to one event, the National Teach-In. Even as thus limited, however, the list of twenty-six is not persuasive. If we assume that these twenty-six people were in control of the National Teach-In (or of any other protest activity), the question is whether their objective was to change United States policy because they thought a change would be in this nation's best interests, or whether their purpose was to promote the interests of international Communism or of some foreign country. What evidence is presented to show that these people pursued a wrongful purpose? On the assumption that Communist Party membership would show such a purpose, the staff study reports the following information about eight of the twenty-six. One refused to say in 1952 whether he had previously belonged to the party but denied that he was then a member.\footnote{Id. at 84.} Another, testifying at a legislative investigation in 1953, admitted that he had joined the Young Communist League and later the party itself.\footnote{Id. at 78.} The staff study neglects to mention the testimony it cites also shows that this individual left the Communist Party at about the end of 1942.\footnote{See Hearings on Subversive Influence in the Educational Process Before the Subcommittee To Investigate the Administration of the Internal Security Act and Other Internal Security Laws of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 83rd Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 9, at 901-02 (1953) (Both the witness and the subcommittee counsel refer to the witness' membership in the party as having been prior to his work on the atomic bomb project, and that work began at the end of 1945 or in January 1943.).} Three other people are identified in the staff study as having been party members in the late forties or early fifties, and two of them had invoked the fifth amendment when questioned about this matter during legislative investigations in 1952 and 1953.\footnote{Staff Study 45-46, 76, 79-80.} As to the other sponsors, although no direct evidence of membership is presented, the study reports that in 1952 and 1953 they refused to testify when asked whether they were Communists.\footnote{Id. at 61, 86.} Finally, one man's name appeared on a list of United Nations employees to whose employment the State Department objected in the belief that they were Communists or under Communist discipline.\footnote{Id. at 62.} In this respect it should be noted (although the staff study does not) that the State Department source on which the staff study relies for this information says that the information upon which the Department has had to proceed has not been as complete as the information available when the Department undertakes to pass upon the loyalty and security of one of its own employees. The conclusions of the Department have not been subject to appeal . . . nor has the Department been in a position to take sworn testimony.\footnote{Hearings on Activities of United States Citizens Employed by the United Nations Before the Subcommittee To Investigate the Administration of the Internal Security Act and Other Internal Security Laws of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 82d Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 1, at 383 (1952).}

As for the other eighteen sponsors, the staff study presents no evidence to show either that they had ever been identified as party members or that they had refused to testify on this matter.

Aside from party membership, the study's basis for assuming that the named people were working for foreign interests is indicated by the statement which precedes the biographical notes: "one or two Communist front associations may be joined in innocence. But a record of 20 or 30 or 40 associations over a period of years cannot, even with the most liberal interpretation, be explained on the basis of innocence." First, we would note that the staff study confuses the idea of joining an organization with the idea of associa-
tion in the sense of signing a petition circulated by it. Most of the biographies do not show twenty or thirty or forty memberships in alleged Communist fronts, or anything even approaching those numbers. To be sure, a few of the biographies show that their subjects signed numerous petitions, letters, newspaper ads, and other statements supporting various civil libertarian positions on the rights of Communists, urging repeal of anti-Communist legislation and abolition of the House Un-American Activities Committee, advocating attempts to reach an accommodation with the Soviet Union, and so on. Some of these statements were circulated by

513 In computing memberships in Communist front groups, we have counted "memberships" actual membership, participation in meetings, or participation in any group which the staff study indicated had been so identified by the Attorney General, the House Committee on Un-American Activities, the Subcommittee on Internal Security of the Senate Judiciary Committee, the Subversive Activities Control Board, and the California Committee on Un-American Activities. In so doing, we do not wish to be interpreted as endorsing such methods for determining the character of an organization or an individual; our intent is rather to give the staff study the benefit of the doubt. However, we have not construed the signing of statements issued by a group or speaking at any meeting as constituting membership in it. Using these ground rules, we find the following. Five persons had no front-group memberships, though two of the five had claimed the fifth amendment in response to questions concerning Communist Party membership, and one had been identified as a member.  

Id. at 51-52, 53-54, 72-76, 76, 96.  

Seven people were shown to have belonged to one or two front groups; one of these individuals had claimed the fifth amendment and had been identified as a party member. Id. at 52, 54-57, 56-66, 77-78, 79-80, 84-85, 87-88.  

Five people had three or four front memberships; one had been identified as a Communist; another had claimed the fifth amendment. Id. at 45-49, 50-51, 61-62, 62-63, 63-64.  

Five more people had been members of five or six front organizations; one of these had joined the Communist Party at about age 21, but left it at the end of 1942. Id. at 57-61, 66-69, 78-79, 80-81, 81-82; note 507 supra.  

Two people had belonged to seven front groups. Staff Study 69-70, 82-84.  

Only two had belonged to twenty or more front groups. Id. at 70-74, 86-87.  

To summarize, though the staff study speaks of "20 or 30 or 40" memberships in front groups, only two of the twenty-six people in question can be so classified. Twelve people, none of whom had been identified as Communists or claimed the fifth amendment, were members of four groups or fewer. And seven people had belonged to between five and seven groups.  

514 Six of the persons covered in the biographies had signed ten or more such statements. Id. at 49-51, 54-57, 57-61, 66-69, 70-74, 77-78. One of these individuals also had belonged to some twenty front groups. Id. at 70-74.  

Also of note, though not noted by the staff study, is the fact that another one of these six, in the hearings to which the study refers, denied that he had ever been a Communist and pointed out that he had been critical of the Soviet Union and orthodox Marxism. See Hearings on Castro's Network in the United States Before the Subcommittee To Investigate the Administration of the Internal Security Act and Other Internal Security Laws of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 83rd Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 2, at 1021-22; id., 1st Sess., pt. 6, at 1065-66; cf. also id., 1st Sess., pt. 6, at 1065-66.  

515 Yet there were only a few instances even this tinge is missing. Moreover, signing statements made by a group someone has called subversive lightly proves dedication to the interests of a foreign power. Many people will sign a statement when they agree with it without concerning themselves about the nature of the sponsoring organization. One of the people on the staff study's list, when asked at a legislative investigation whether he would work with Communists in expressing his views on public issues, stated that "I've worked with everyone who is willing to accept my position, to agree with me on the points I'm taking. I don't ask them their affiliation. I am not sure who they are." Of course, in some instances the staff study does not rely on the statements an individual had signed but cites a different kind of "association." In one case, for example, the biographical notes show only that the individual talked with the editors of a Communist magazine, that he had been given a letter of introduction to the editors by a Communist, and that he called the magazine a "horrible rag." Also considered damning is the fact that a subject's book was favorably reviewed in Communist magazines.

Even if all twenty-six of these sponsors were conscious enemies of the United States, this fact would have significance only if it were further shown that these people were in control of the National Teach-In. The evidence of this is virtually nil. First of all, only seven of the twenty-six were among the original sponsors; the people who presumably were in a position to exercise control. (Of these seven, not one is shown to have been, or to have refused to
say whether he had been, a member of the Communist Party.\textsuperscript{521} Only one of these original sponsors—and none of the others—is known to have been in any way connected with organizing the Teach-In: he rented the post office box of the Inter-University Committee for Public Hearings on Vietnam.\textsuperscript{522} Four of the twenty-six are identified by the staff study as among the many speakers at the National Teach-In.\textsuperscript{523} (None of these four are identified as Communists;\textsuperscript{524} none refused to testify;\textsuperscript{525} one is the individual who called a Communist magazine a "horrible rag";\textsuperscript{526} the evidence against another is that a book he wrote was praised by Communists.)\textsuperscript{527} The only other evidence of control is the fact that the individuals in question were sponsors of the National Teach-In. Of course, if these twenty-six people were the only sponsors, or constituted a significant proportion of the total number of sponsors, they probably would have been influential. This seems to be the theory of the staff study, for its introduction to the biographical sketches says that a "significant number of the sponsors" have "persistent records" of Communist connections.\textsuperscript{528} What the staff study neglects to mention, however, is that the list of sponsors from which the twenty-six names were drawn contains over 1,200 other names.\textsuperscript{529} To call these twenty-six a "significant number" is, to say the least, a gross misrepresentation.

In our view, the process by which the subcommittee sought to infer that Communists or extremists controlled "the anti-Vietnam movement" made the publication of the staff study an irresponsible act. Passing this point, however, we turn to the question whether the subcommittee made its charges in a way that minimized unintended side effects. In the study's introduction Senator Dodd did indicate that the appropriate response to its conclusi-

\textsuperscript{521} For the biographical sketches on the seven who were original sponsors, see Staff Study 45–49, 63–64, 69–70, 70–74, 78–79, 80–81, 87–90.
\textsuperscript{522} Id. at 80. The individuals who began the teach-ins at the University of Michigan, id. at 17, and those apparently in charge of the National Teach-In, id. at 34, are not included in the twenty-six biographies.
\textsuperscript{523} Id. at 49, 51, 52, 67. The New York Times lists forty-two "principal participants" in the National Teach-In. N.Y. Times, May 16, 1965, \textsuperscript{5} p. 62, cols. 2–4. One of the persons the staff study cites as a speaker does not appear on this list. On the other hand, two of the people on the New York Times list were among the twenty-six staff study biographies but were not cited by the study as speakers.
\textsuperscript{524} Staff Study 49–51, 51–52, 52–54, 87–90. The same holds for the additional speakers mentioned in note 523 supra. Staff Study 75–76, 80–81.
\textsuperscript{525} See note 524 supra.
\textsuperscript{526} Id. at 61.
\textsuperscript{527} Id. at 52–54.
\textsuperscript{528} Id. at 45.
\textsuperscript{529} National Teach-In on the Vietnam War 18–36 (undated pamphlet distributed as a program at the National Teach-In, May 15, 1965). For whatever it may be worth, our research assistant reports that 119 of the sponsors appear in Who's Who in America.

\textsuperscript{530} Staff Study at ix.
\textsuperscript{531} Id. at viii.
\textsuperscript{532} Id. at xiv.
\textsuperscript{533} Denver Post, Oct. 23, 1965, \textsuperscript{5} p. 3, cols. 4, 6–7.
\textsuperscript{534} Staff Study at xiv–xv.
Other assertions that Communists are involved in some part of the protest movement have been made by President Johnson,536 Attorney General Katzenbach,537 and Federal Bureau of Investigation Director J. Edgar Hoover.538 Both Johnson and Hoover issued their statements without supporting arguments, and without stating why their assertions were significant or cautioning against infringing constitutional values. These do not seem to be responsible actions. The Attorney General’s comments came at a press conference and were made to explain why the Department of Justice was investigating a particular group that had announced a program to undercut the Selective Service System. Moreover, when read in full, the Attorney General’s comments were carefully qualified. Yet even here some papers ignored the qualifications in the interest of publishing a good story.539 While an official, of course, cannot always control the way in which his words are reported, the risk of confusion and distortion by the press indicates still another reason for care in making charges of Communist influence in any movement.

To some our position may seem extreme. Public officials are busy, and we ask for care; the political process is in many ways based on emotional factors, and we demand rationality. Yet we are talking about constitutional values that are of the essence of the American philosophy of the proper relation of a citizen to his government. The nation has fought international Communism in the name of preserving this philosophy. To tolerate its subversion at home while defending it abroad would be paradoxical indeed.

536 See text accompanying notes 364-65 supra.
537 See text accompanying notes 372-76 supra.
538 See text accompanying notes 378-79 supra.
539 See, e.g., note 377 supra.